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 Endorphine

ENDORPHINS
While his team from the criminal brigade is busy investiga-
ting a vast pimping network and a trail of corpses between 
Marseille and Toulouse, Chief Inspector Henri Saint-Donat 
is sent by his senior officer to Quebec to attend a convention 
and, above all, to make peace with himself. There, he is 
starting to wonder whether or not it’s time to put an end 
to his career. But when his closest colleague is kidnapped 
and threatened with imminent death, Saint-Donat’s cop 
instincts kick into high gear…

9782213720821 | 306 pages | 13,4 x 21,5 cm | 18.00 €

Literature and Fiction

Christophe Gavat

After the success of Cap 
Canaille (“Prix du Quai des 
Orfèvres 2021”), Christophe 
Gavat is back with another 
gripping investigation  
in Marseille!

www.fayard.fr
Marion Charpentier : mcharpentier@editions-fayard.fr

Librairie Arthème Fayard was founded 
in 1857 with the goal of making books 
accessible to everyone. In addition to different 
historical works, it also published popular 
novels. Arthème Fayard, its founder,  
died in 1895. His successor (who also 
inherited his name) developed classic and 
contemporary editions at discount prices, 
published foreign literature, and created  
and directed a series of detective novels up 
until his death in 1936. Fayard became  
a limited liability company in 1956 and  
a subsidiary of Hachette in 1958. Today, 
its catalogue includes French and foreign 
classics, contemporary literature, and titles 
in the fields of history, science, music,  
human sciences, and current events.
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 La Terre a soif

THE EARTH  
IS RUNNING 
OUT OF 
WATER
Drawing on the expertise of specialists, Erik Orsenna 
takes us on a tour of the world’s great rivers, reminding 
us that they are the faithful reflection of the face of the 
planet. With his 33 river portraits, Orsenna zooms in on 
the sources of their problems – shortages, pollution, and 
growing numbers of dams destroying natural resources 
and landscapes – to come to a chilling conclusion: conflicts 
today often stem from water itself, from both its scarcity 
and its distribution.

9782213720753 | 432 pages | 13 x 20 cm | 23.00 €

 La voie de l'archet

MUSIC,  
A FIGHT  
FOR LIFE
World-renowned violinist Zhang Zhang gives a daring 
account of the violence of the Cultural Revolution. Born to 
a musician father and to a star actress of propaganda films, 
she was soon forced into a life of exile with her parents, 
forced to say goodbye to her homeland and her brother. 
In this family where music counted above all else, Zhang’s 
despotic father made her practice for hours, to the point 
of making her hate the violin… Until the day it became her 
way to emancipation.

9782213721750 | 400 pages | 13,5 x 21,5 cm | 20.00 €

Humanities and Non Fiction

Erik Orsenna

Thanks to his fantastic  
way of telling stories,  
Erik Orsenna draws  
a global history of water  
that is absolutely accurate 
and necessary.

Literature and Fiction

Zhang Zhang

From Maoist China  
to the most prestigious 
stages in the world,  
Zhang Zhang recounts  
her extraordinary journey 
to the heights of classical 
music.
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